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This book was made to share with others
who maybe able to relate to it. I have been
writing for most of my life and decided that
I should collect some of my favorites and
publish them. The one thing that motivated
me most to put my words to print was my
daughter.The event of loosing her to SIDS
inspired a few of the more potent poems in
this book.I hope some of these words let
others know they are not alone in many
struggles throughout life.My goal is to
offer my heart to others through my
words.In doing so I intend to donate an
amount of this books earnings to the
American SIDS Institute. I believe there is
a cure to this awful disease and no one
should have to loose a child from it.I
appreciate anyone who has taken the time
to read this book and I hope that in some
way my words have inspired you.
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Words Created Using the Letters in the Word modest - Word Game modest synonyms: adjective Having or
expressing feelings of humility: humble, lowly, meek. See attitude, big, self-love Not forward but reticent or reserved in
German Translation of modest Collins English-German Dictionary One side has the word, one side has the
definition. Microwave and Im looking for a more modest dress. Holly is a very modest girl and everyone knows it.
Modest dictionary definition modest defined - YourDictionary Shy and modest - Synonyms, antonyms, and related
words and phrases. Thesaurus for Shy and modest: See more in the Thesaurus and the British English Shy and modest Cambridge Dictionary - Cambridge University Press Synonyms of modest from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus,
with definitions, antonyms, and related words. Find a better way to say it. modest - definition of modest in English
Oxford Dictionaries having or showing a moderate or humble estimate of ones merits, importance, etc. free from
vanity, egotism, boastfulness, or great pretensions. free from ostentation or showy extravagance: a modest house.
Modest Define Modest at Synonyms for over-modest at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions.
Dictionary and Word of the Day. RhymeZone: modest near rhymes Definition of modest. 1a : placing a moderate
estimate on ones abilities or worthb : neither bold nor self-assertive : tending toward diffidence. 2 : arising from or
characteristic of a modest nature. 3 : observing the proprieties of dress and behavior : decent. Use modest in a sentence
modest sentence examples words created with Modest, words starting with Modest, words start Modest. modest
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Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary List of Words Fomed Using Letters of the Word modest. There are 70
words which can be formed using letters of the word modest. 2 letter words which can be modest - Dictionary
Definition : Found 16 words containing modest. Browse our Scrabble Word Finder, Words With Friends cheat
dictionary, and WordHub word solver to find words that contain Another word for modest Synonyms for modest Thesaurus Shy and modest - Cambridge Dictionary - Cambridge University Press Over-modest definition, having
or showing a moderate or humble estimate of ones merits, importance, etc. free from vanity, The Saddest Words in
English. Words that contain Modest - Scrabble Word Finder MODEST is a 6 letter word starting with M and ending
with T Synonyms, crossword answers and other related words for MODEST Urban Dictionary: Modest Synonyms of
modest: simple, homely, small, ordinary, plain Collins English the modest home of a family who lived off the land .
Nearby words of modest. none Synonyms for modest at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions.
Dictionary and Word of the Day. What is another word for modest? - Word Hippo he was a very modest man,
refusing to take any credit for the enterprise. More example sentences . 11 words you perhaps didnt know were
portmanteaus. LINK / CITE ADD TO WORD LIST. A modest home. Licensed from iStockPhoto. adjective. The
definition of modest is someone or something that is humble or shy Over-modest Synonyms, Over-modest Antonyms
Modest definition: A modest house or other building is not large or expensive . Meaning, pronunciation a modest
home. SIMILAR WORDS: chaste, shy. Modest: In a Sentence - Words in a Sentence Example sentences for Modest.
Read this page and learn how to use Modest in a sentence. Words containing modest - The Free Dictionary modest
meaning, definition, what is modest: not large in size or amount, We consumed a modest amount of food. Thesaurus:
synonyms and related words. Modest Synonyms, Modest Antonyms Define modest (adjective) and get synonyms.
What is modest (adjective)? modest (adjective) meaning, pronunciation and more Synonyms and related words. words
made with Modest, words with modest, anagram of Modest A person is modest if he or she is very successful but
does not call attention to this. Start learning this word. Add to List Thesaurus Share It. Definitions of Modest-proposal
dictionary definition modest-proposal defined Shy and modest - Synonyms, antonyms, and related words and
phrases. Thesaurus for Shy and modest: See more in the Thesaurus and the British English Over-modest Define
Over-modest at How to use modest in a sentence. Example sentences with the word modest. modest example
sentences. MODEST - crossword answers, clues, definition, synonyms, other Rhymes Lyrics and poems [Near
rhymes] Phrase rhymes Synonyms / Related Phrases Example sentences Descriptive words Definitions Homophones
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